
VibroMatrix® Kit
Machine Diagnosis and Balancing

The VMSet-03 and VMSet-04 come in a handy case

and provide you with everything you need for the diagno-

sis of vibration problems and their elimination. The

VMSets are applied on e.g. fans, pumps, electric mo-

tors / generators and components like roller bearings

and gearboxes.

With these kits you answer, amongst others,:

Which are rotational speed and vibration level in a se-

lected frequency range, vibration level at rotational speed

or its multiples?

How is the allocation of the vibration levels in the com-

plete frequency range, at which rotation speeds is the

machine getting resonant, how high are the vibration lev-

els then? What are the natural frequencies? Are the

measurement points vibrating synchronously or oppo-

sitely?

How high is the unbalance and how can it be balanced?

Thanks to the high flexibility of the VibroMatrix-System,

you are prepared for the measurement of vibration pa-

rameters acc. to different standards.

The system works on a PC or notebook and is suitable

for both, mobile field work and stationary applications,

e.g. in research and development or quality control. Ex-

tra mains adapters are not required, VibroMatrix is sup-

plied by the USB data cable.

High-quality piezoelectric accelerometers provide precise

measurement signals. A photoelectric reflex switch per-

mits, amongst others, the synchronization of measure-

ments with the rotation speed.

The instruments are combined on the screen acc. to your

needs. A suitable configuration can be saved and loaded

again within seconds when required.

You export measurement data and graphics fast as light-

ning into files or your word processing. Thus you have

compiled a conclusive documentation quickly.

Simultaneously with real-time measurement, you can

record the raw data stream. If you need more details of

your measurement later or want to present interesting

processes to your colleagues in the office, you can re-

play the data like a live measurement. The configuration

of the software instruments can even be different from the

one during the original measurement.

More channels? No Problem, several measurement kits

can be combined to a multichannel systems.

6 and 8 channel system in water-

proof and rugged trolley. Dimen-

sions are allowed as hand bag-

gage on airplanes.

USB box InnoBeamer X2

Angle meter

Precision scale up to 500 gr.

Stand with magnetic base

for affixing the photoelec-

tric reflex switch

Rugged vibration sensors

with internal thread, magne-

tic base and 5m cable

Photoelectric reflex switch
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InnoMeter Pro:
Parameters at a
glance

InnoAnalyzer Pro:
There are vibrations at
which frequencies?

InnoAnalyzer Speed Pro:
Resonances occur at
which rotation speeds?

InnoScope Pro:
Display vibrations in time
domain

This rich software equipment allows an extensive analysis of the vibrational behavior of your machines/plants. Without further ado,

it is possible to the take down or extend equipment purposefully. We are at your disposal for advice.

InnoPlotter Pro:
Monitor parameters in time

InnoBalancer Pro:
Precise elimination
of unbalances InnoMaster Replay

Always inclusive: Recording raw data during the measurement.
Replay live data with the InnoMaster Replay. By means of FreeReplay

option, third parties can download VibroMatrix without costs and
then analyse the raw data transmitted by you.


